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Knit front and back in same stitch

While it can be tempting to hurry through finishing so you can finally see the complete project, it's important not to rush through fast stitching and yarn tail weaving if you want to polish the end result and look professional. Block each piece before assembling, and let the pieces dry. It helps the edges to remain flat as you
work. Shoulder seams (tied edges) Step 1: Both pieces lay flat, facing up with the right sides. Thread a thread needle, and, you start on the right side edge of the nearest piece of (lower piece), insert the needle from the back to the front through the center of the first stitch. Pull through the yarn, later leave the tail of a
thread for weaving. Step 2: Insert the needle from right to left under two vertical legs of the first stitch on the piece ahead of you (Fig 25a), then insert the needle from the right side under the next two vertical legs on the near piece, which began in the same hole as the first stitch. Gently drag the thread to adjust the stitch
and close the stitches together. Shoulder seams: Figure 25a Step 3: Continue to alternate sides, inserting the needle from right to left below two strands and was heralded in the same hole as the previous stitch. Drag every few stitches yarn to adjust it and close the seam. At the end of the seam, the yarn weaves into the
tail. Mattress sewing mattress stitch is a great stitch to know when it comes to vertical seams stitching including side and sleeve seams. Step 1: Thread the needle of a thread with matching color threads, later leaving a four-inch tail for knitting. With both pieces facing flat and right sides, insert the needle under the
horizontal strand between the first and second stitches of the first row on one piece and the corresponding strand on the second piece. Drag the thread to tighten slowly. Step 2: Put the needle under the horizontal strand on the next row of one piece, and then insert the needle under the strand on the same row of the
other piece. Step 3: Continue to work under horizontal strands, turn pieces, until you've worked six to eight rows (fig 25b), and then gently pull the yarn to close the seam. Mattress Stitch: Figure 25b Step 4: Continue weaving together until the end of the seam. Yarn tail weave in seam stitches, and safe. Back stitch
backstitch is an easy way to create a firm seam. Step 1: Thread a tapestry needle with matching thread. Together with the right sides, work with the wrong sides about a stitch from the edges. Two running stitches work on top of each other to secure the lower edges (fig 26a). Step 2: With the needle and thread behind the
work, insert the needle through both layers of cloth about two stitches to the left of the running stitch and drag the thread in front of the work. Step 3: Insert the needle from the front to return a stitch, working through both layers. Step 4: Moving About two stitches on the left side, bring the needle in front of the work, about
a stitch ahead of the original stitch. Repeat this process until you reach the end of the seam, working a stitch backward (right side) towards the front of the work and two stitches forward (on the left side) towards the back of the work. Step 5: Finish the seam by working two or three running stitches on top of each other,
stitch on tied-off edges. Weevil in the tail of the thread. Three needle dams finish off this dam from two edges off, binding off stitches and closing the seam at the same time. Generally used to close shoulders, it can also be used to close side seams when working a garment from side to side. You can also lift stitches
along the two side edges and then use the three-needle dam to close those seams. To make a flat, clean seam on the right, follow these instructions. Step 1: Together with the right side of the work, and combine needle tips and facing to the right (Fig 27a), hold both needles in your left hand. Three needle dam closure:
Figure 27a Step 2: Insert the empty right hand needle in the first stitch on each of the two needles in the left hand, and knit two stitches together (Fig 27b). Slip them from the needle as you will stitch a knit. Now you have a stitch on the right needle. Three Needle Dam Closure: Figure 27b Phase 3: Knit the next pair of



stitches the same way. Now there are two stitches on the right needle. Step 4: Drag the first stitch onto the right hand needle on the second stitch (the closest one to the tip), just as you would in a normal dam-stop (fig 27c). Three Needle Dam Closure: Figure 27c Step 5: Repeat steps 3 and 4 until all stitches have been
stopped. Cut the thread and drag the end through the last loop; To secure finally weave. Kitchener stitching (or grafting) This technique joins live stitches together in an elastic, invisible seam. The method can also be used on closed stitches bound to create a strong, stable seam. With a similar number of stitches on the
two needles, and facing the right sides, hold the needle parallel to each other with the right points facing. A blunt tapestry needle thread with two to three times the length of joining the area. For live stitches, work as follows: Step 1: Insert the threaded needle in the first stitch on the front needle (such as to purify); Leave
stitching on the needle. Step 2: Insert the needle into the first stitch on the back needle weave (such as knit); Leave stitching on the needle. Step 3: Insert the needle into the same first stitch on the front needle knitting (Fig 28a); Stitch slip from needle. Kitchener stitching: Figure 28a insert the needle into the next front
stitch purlwise; Leave stitching on the needle (fig 28b). Kitchener Stitch: Figure 28b Step 4: Insert the needle into the same stitch on the back needle purlwise (fig 28c); Stitch slip from needle. Kitchener Stitch: Figure 28c Needles in the next back sewing weave; Leave stitching on the needle (fig 28d). Kitchener Stitch:
Figure 28d repeat steps 3 and 4 until all stitches are working. Tip: To make the technique easier as you work, remember it... Front needle: Leave on purlwise, take off from knitting. Back needle: Leave on the weave, take away purlwise. Weaving in yarn tales carefully weaved into yarn ends makes your knitting neat and
keeps it from stretching loose and spotting over time. Thread a tapestry needle with the tail of the thread. Working on the wrong side of the weave, weaving the needle behind and out of stitches for a few inches in one direction, and then turn and work in the opposite direction for an inch or two. Gently drag the thread to
tighten, and cut it closer to work. Spread the weave slightly so that the tail disappears into the previous stitch. Learn all about washing and blocking your knitted piece in the next section. Holidays gardening recipes and cooking decorating home improvement ideas cleaning and shop room news Beauty and style health
and family pets explore organizing local services all you need:- Your knitting: 'Stockinate' shown like knitted fabric is best to use, as the technique can finally see messy on 'garter' sewing. - a design; I just created a little heart outline pattern on a grid (one after another!) . Feel free to use the same one, or you can look to
use a fair isle or Intarsia chart pattern instead. - yarn; This thread is being used to apply stitching, and the yarn used in the knitted items you are using should have at least the same weight/thickness. So if your knitting is in double knit/worsted weight, you can use the same weight or heavy thread to add duplicate
stitching. - a thread needle or tapestry needle; You need a needle with an eye big enough to go through thread-scissors-fabric markers; Optional but useful. I used a fabric pen that disappears from the fabric after a few hours, and it was useful for marking sewing patterns on knitting. Spruce/Molly Johansson add warmth
and texture to your knitting with herringbone stitch. This stitch resembles herringbone fabric and is common for home décor projects such as pillows. When the round worked, it's also great for stuff like hats and cowls. Herringbone makes a tight, dense knitted fabric. When doing this sewing work you need to use knitting
needles that are larger than the many sizes recommended for your thread. For example, the thread size in the sample clock suggests 7 to 9 needles, but Swatch size uses 11 needles. There are many forms of herringbone stitching, although most look almost identical. To create this version of sewing pattern, there is just
one basic stitch for each row of two-row repeat. This makes it especially easy to remember.  Before you try this stitch, it is useful to get acquainted with The difference between knit and purl two stitches together, as well as weaving the front or back of each stitch. Cast on any number of stitches. Knit two stitches together
behind the stitches, but don't let the stitches drop off the needle yet. Molly Johansson Generally, you'll have to give both of the stitches you knit just drop from the needle. For herringbone stitching, leave only one stitch (closest to the end). Leave the second stitch on the needle and it becomes part of the next two stitches
that you knit together. Repeat this as you work in line: knit two together through the back, leaving only one stitch. When you reach the end and leave only one stitch, slip the last stitch through the back of the stitch. Mollie Johansson Purl has two stitches together (purling as usual), but don't let the needle drop from the
stitches. Mollie Johansson just as with the knit row, only drop a stitch from the needle. The second stitch becomes part of the next two stitches. Repeat this as you work in line: cleanse the two together, leave only one stitch. When you reach the end and leave only one stitch, slip the final stitch purely. Repeat the knit and
purl rows to continue the pattern. Mollie Johansson creates a herringbone pattern in front of work, while the back looks like ridges or ribbing. While it's not an inverted stitch, the bench looks interesting and good enough to show up on projects like scarves. Want to work herringbone sewing in The Molly Johansson
Round? The process is similar, but with a twist. You have to knit every row and bend a stitch at the end of each round.  Mollie Johansson after casting on an even number of stitches, joining the ends and replacing a marker.  The two knit together (weave as usual), letting only a stitch leave from the needle.  When you
reach the previous stitch before the marker, briefly slip the stitch to remove the marker. Stitch slip back. The last two stitches knit together, giving only one sewing drop from the needle. Keep the marker again. Bend the next stitch.  Knit two stitches together behind the stitches, letting only a stitch leave from the needle.
The round ended just as you did at the end of round one while still weaving through the back of stitches.  Stitches. 
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